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Here we dive into the simple steps of how to download Pi App and start Pi mining. Before we start
with the Pi App download guide, let’s have a quick look at what Pi Network is and when Pi Coin will
launch.

 

What is Pi Network and When Will Pi Coin Launch?
Pi Network is a novel mobile blockchain mining crypto project that allows mobile users to mine Pi
coins without draining the device’s battery. Pi’s blockchain secures not only economic transactions
via a mobile meritocracy system but also a full Web 3.0 experience where community developers can
build blockchain decentralized applications (Dapps) for millions of users.

 

The project has evolved over the years with massive community interests and is now in the final
stages of transition to public mainnet. It has been particularly active in recent weeks due to a couple
of related listing news, with the latest development being the listing of Pi coin on Huobi exchange.
Furthermore, Wrapped Pi (WPI), the Pi bridge utility token, also went live on BNB chain lately, as an
intended bridge between Pi Network and BNB Chain.

 

The Pi Core team has comfirmed in its recent 2022 end-of-year update that Pi Network is at a
vital stage in its enclosed mainnet development leading up to the Open Mainnet launch. The team is
still focusing on completing KYC and making further tech improvements before opening the mainnet
to the public, but currently has no set timeline for this transition.
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How to Download Pi App – A Step-by-Step Guide
The Pi Network has been running on testnet for over half a year now and is looking set to launch its
mainnet soon.

 

The project has amassed a huge community across the world and the project has swelled to over 35
million users and 2 million Twitter followers, and has a bustling internal social media network.

 

The Pi Network is available on mobile through Android and iOS, so users will be able to start playing
from anywhere in the world. And don’t worry, with over 50 available languages, Pioneers can’t get
started in a language familiar to them!

 

Here in this article, we will explain how to download the Pi Network App to get started with Pi
mining and become a PIoneer yourself!

Step 1: 

KYC – Pi Network requires users to KYC before getting started. You can get started with either your
Facebook profile, phone number, or your iOS account or Google Play account.
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Step 2: 

Users will be prompted to pick an available username and choose a password. Be sure to pick
something fun! This will be the name you use when chatting to other Pioneers in the vast Pi Social
Media network!





 

Names must be between 4 and 20 characters. Sorry, no tiny titles here!

 

Your Pi Network name will serve as the invitation code to other members as well. By inviting more
members, you take on a new role as an Ambassador of Pi.

 





Step 3:

Next will be the referral page. Users can submit a referral code to start mining at a higher rate and
join another Pioneers direct community.

 

Step 4:

Once you clear the account and referral pages, you are good to go start mining!

 

For information on the Pi Mining Rate, read the Pi White Paper.

 

Main Features of Pi Network
The Pi Network internal Decentralized Application (dApp) has several features to enhance the
Pioneer experience.

 

Users can chat with other Pioneers on the internal chat system and can join together into
communities to learn more about who is within their network. It’s a great way to connect with
likeminded people.

 

The Pi Dapp also gives access to the Pi Browser, an outside app that brings the best of Web2
browsing into the decentralized world.

 

Please be sure to read the Pi disclaimer. As Pi Network is still in its Enclosed Mainnet period and
has not yet launched the open mainnet, the platform insists that its token is currently not tradeable.
The Pi Core team asserted that all the recent token listings having been conducted independently of
the team, which are not approved and are not in line with the network’s policies.

 

BTCC urges users to do their own research before investing in any Pi coin. In the meantime, we will
keep you updated with the Pi ecosystem hype.

 

Sign up for BTCC now and claim special deposit bonus!
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